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This paper is concerned with continuous and discrete linear skew-product 
dynamical systems including those generated by linear time-varying ordinary 
differential equations. The concept of spectrum is introduced for a linear 
skew-product dynamical system. In the case of a system of ordinary differential 
equations with constant coefficients the spectrum reduces to the real parts of the 
eigenvalues. In the general case continuous spectrum can occur and under 
certain conditions it consists of finitely many compact intervals of the real line, 
their number not exceeding the dimension of the system. A spectral decomposi- 
tion theorem is proved which says that a certain naturally defined vector bundle 
is the sum of invariant subbundles, each one associated with a spectral sub- 
interval. This partially generalizes the Jordan decomposition in the case of 
constant coefficients. .4 perturbation theorem is proved which says that nearby 
systems have spectra which are close. Almost periodic systems are given special 
attention. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Our primary objective in this paper is to study the dynamical behavior of 
solutions of linear differential systems. We wish to include in our theory, not 
only linear differential equations with constant coefficients, but also periodic 
and almost periodic equations as well as more general systems. The proper 
object of study, for this purpose, is a linear skew-product flow, which is a fiber- 
preserving flow on a vector bundle that is linear in each fiber. 
More concretely, consider a flow r on a product space W -7 X x 1, where 1’ 
is a Hausdorff space and X is a finite-dimensional linear space, i.e., X = R”l 
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or C*. This means that rr is a continuous nydpping ?r: W x 3 -+ W, where y  
denotes the real line R or the integers 2, and 7r satisfies (i) ~(zu, 0) = z(: and (ii) 
T(T(ZO, t), s) = X(W, t + s). The flow r is then a linear skewproductflou: if x has 
the form 
x(x, y, t) =-: (@ y, f), u(y, t)), 
where CT is a flow on Y and p is linear in x; cf. [ 131. 
Linear skew-product flows arise rather naturally in the study of linear 
differential equations in several ways. Let us look at two of these. First let 02 
denote a collection of continuous (rz x rr) matrix-valued functions A = A(t), 
t E R. Assume that ais translation invariant, which means that A, E Gsd whenever 
i-l E 6? and T E R. (The translate A, is defined by -d,(t) = A(’ + t).) Define 
U(A) 7) - 24, and let CJJ(~, A, 7) denote the solution of the initial value problem 
x’ = A(t)x, r(0) = s 
at t = 7. M’hen ~2 has the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, 
then 
+G A, 7) = (p;(x, A, T)> @, T)) 
is a linear skew-product flow on X x GZ 
The second way one can generate a linear skew-product flow is by starting 
with a flow CJ(J, t) = y  . t on a Hausdorff space Y. Next let M” denote the linear 
space of all (rz x n)-matrices. Now let A: Y - M” be a continuous mapping of 
Y into M”. Then for each y  E Y, the mapping t -+ A(y . t) represents a con- 
tinuous (ti x n) matrix-valued function of t. Let 9,(x, y, t) denote the solution of 
the initial value problem x’ -= A(y t)x, x(O) = x’. Then 
+x, yt t) = (?J(x, y, t), y  t) (1.1) 
is a linear skew-product flow on X x I-. (Other examples of linear skew- 
product flows are discussed in [ 13, pp. 436~4411.) 
The study of the dynamical behavior of a flow is the study of the structure of 
the invariant sets is the flow. In the case of linear skew-product flows a certain 
class of invariant sets is especially important, viz., the collection of invariant 
subbundles. A subbundle V in X x Y is a closed subset of X x Y with the 
property that (i) for each y  E Y, the fiber 
Y-(y) = {x E ‘Yy: (x, y) E YJ 
is a linear subspace of X, and (ii) the function dim $“(y) is constant on each 
component of Y. 
A subbundle is invariant if it is an invariant set for the linear skew-product 
flow r. We should remark that a subbundle can be, but need not be, a product 
space V x E’, where V is a linear subspace of X. For example, the Miibius band, 
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which is not a product space, is a subbundle in H2 s A”. Purther-more the 
Mobius band does occur as an invariant subbundle for a differential equation 
with periodic coefficients, whenever one of the Floquet multipliers is real and 
negative. 
Once again let r =- (9, u) be a linear skew-product flow on Aj- 8 1-. VOI- an) 
real number A we define 
Then ,v?, and %A are invariant subsets of rr. Furthermore the fibers ..C<,(~p) and 
@?/A(y) are linear subspaces of X for every y  E I’. We are interested in determining 
whether SPA and %,\ are subbundles and whether .YA and 9, are complementary 
(i.e., .x(y) n “aA -- (0) and X ~ Cq(~t) $ q/A(~) for ally E I). The resok’ent 
ofr, which we shall define later in terms of exponential dichotomies, will consist 
of all real A for which ,Yi and JI/, are complementary invariant subbundles. ‘The 
complement of the resolvent is the spectrum 2. 
Our main theorem, which we call the Spectral Theorem, describes both the 
structure of Z and the corresponding linear skew-product flow T in the case 
that f;  is compact and invariantIy connected. Specifically we show in Section 3 
that 2’ is the union of a finite number of compact intervals 2 Ut..., [a, , h,]. 
Furthermore, associated with each spectral interval [a, , h,] there is an invariant 
subbundle V21 with dimension 21. (The dimension of a subbundle ,’ is the 
maximum of dim -t .(y).) Moreover we show that 9;(y) n Y j(y) - (0) when 
i j_ j and X =.. y;(y) i .‘. 1~ VI(y) for all y  E y. These invariant subbundles 
are called spectral subbundles. 
This theory of the spectrum includes the classical theory of Lvapunov 
characteristic exponents. We show in Section 4 that these exponents lie in the 
spectrum 2. In addition we show that the right and left endpoints of the spectral 
interval [a, , b,] are “generic” characteristic exponents in certain important 
cases. 
The interpretation of our results, in the case of differential equations with 
constant coefficients is rather straightforward. For this case I’ 7 :A} consists 
of a single point, a fixed point for the flow o. The flown is then generated bv the 
solutions of s’ --= ils, where A is a constant matrix. The spectrum L’is 
Z: = (Re h : h is an eigenvalue of A> = (al ,..., a,;), 
~.e., 2 is the union of a finite number of points. The spectral subbundle i/ ; 
associated with a, is simply the span of the generalized eigenspaces determined 
by those eigenvames h of A with Re h := a, . 
Periodic differential equations can be reduced to the constant coefficient case 
by the Floquet theory. Once again the spectrum Z is the union of a finite number 
of points, i.e., 2 is pure point spectrum. The next level of difficult!, occurs 
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in the case of almost periodic coefficients. It is natural to ask whether in this case 
the spectrum is pure point spectrum. The analysis of this problem will be given 
in Section 6. 
Differential equations that depend on a parameter will also be of interest here. 
Our basic spectral theorem permits us to analyze the dependence of the spectrum 
2 on the parameter, which we do in Section 5. Applications of this theory to the 
study of singular perturbations will be discussed in a separate paper [ 171. 
We shall formulate our theory in terms of linear skew-product flows on vector 
bundles. The reason for this level of abstraction is twofold. First, invariant 
subbundles, such as the Mobius band, arise naturally in the case of some very 
simple differential equations. Therefore in order to analyze the behavior of the 
spectrum when the flow n is restricted to an invariant subbundle one needs the 
more general theory. The second reason for this level of abstraction is that it 
permits possible applications of our theory to a larger class of problems, including 
linearized flows on tangent bundles [ 131. 
There are similarities between our theory and that of Selgrade [ 191. However, 
our methods are quite different and our results are more general. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin with the notion of a vector bundle. Roughly speaking this is a 
topological space which can be expressed locally as a product space X x U, 
where one factor X is a linear space and the other factor U is a small neigh- 
borhood in some base space Y. More precisely, by a vector bundle 6 with base Y 
and projection p we mean the following: 
(i) 6 and Y are Hausdorff spaces and p: & ---f Y is a continuous mapping 
of 6 onto Y. 
(ii) For each y  E Y, the fiber p-l(y) =: X, is a vector space. 
(iii) For each y  E Y, there is an open set UC Y (y E U), a finite-dimen- 
sional vector space X, and a homeomorphism 
7: p-y U) - x x u 
which can be represented in the form T(X, 7) = (7,x, q) where 711 is a linear 
isomorphism from the fiber X,, onto X. (Statement (iii) is the precise formulation 
of the fact that the vector bundle d is locally a product space X x U.) 
In the case that 8 = X x Y, where X is a linear space, then p is the natural 
projection onto Y. Also p-‘(y) = XV = X x {y} and the mapping 7 is simply 
the identity transformation. The tangent bundle TM over a manifold &f is 
another example of a vector bundle. 
In the definition of a vector bundle it is possible for the dimension of the fiber 
X, to vary, but not too much. It is a consequence of the definition that dim X, is 
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constant over every component of 1.. We shall assume, without further reference, 
that max dim X, exists (and is finite) and we shall define the dimension of ~5, 
dim 8, to be this number. 
Since X = K” (or C’“), it follows that each fiber -XV admits an inner product 
(., .) = (., .), as well as an associated induced norm 11 . 11 =- / 1 ,, When the 
base space Y is metrizable or compact then the inner product and the norm can 
be chosen to vary continuously on Y; cf. [S]. For this reason, we shall assume 
that the base space Y is either metrizable or compact. 
We shall use the notation (x, y) to denote points in &, where y  is a base point 
(i.e., y  E Y) and x E X, z-z p-‘(y)). Thus x is a vector. I f  9” is a subset of 4, then 
the fiber Y(y) is defined as 
More generally, if MC Y we define 
r(M) = {(x, y) E v: y  E M}. 
For example, 8(y) = X, and R(Y) z-1 6. The set c”(&1) is the restriction of 8 
to #I. In particular e(M) is a vector bundle over the base space M with the 
projection map p 1 J(.V). Th e collection of zero vectors in G’, i.e., the set 
c-“, = {(x, y) E B : x = O] 
is a closed subset of 6, and it is homeomorphic with the base space Y. 8, is 
called the zero section of 6. 
A subset $“ C Q is said to be a subbundle of d if V- is a closed set in G with the 
two properties: (i) for each y  E I’ the fiber -t“(y) is a linear subspace of X, , and 
(ii) the function dim Y-(y) is constant on each component of Y. One can show 
that if V is a subbundle of 8, then the linear subspaces V(y) vary continuously 
on Y. More generally one can show that a subbundle V’ is itself a vector bundle 
with base Y and projection p / 9”; cf. [lg]. 
A flow n on 6 is said to be a linear skew-productjow if r can be represented in 
the form 
+, y, I) =- (5+-, y, t), “(V, t)), 
where u(y, t) = y  . t is a flow on Y, and the mapping of X, onto X,., given by 
x - ~(x, y, t) is linear. Let @(y, t) denote the linear transformation from XV 
to X,., given by @(y, t)x = ~(2, y, t). It is easy to verify that @ satisfies the 
following properties: 
(1) cP(yl, t) is jointly continuous in y  and t. 
(2) @(y, 0) -=: I, the identity transformation. 
(3) qy . t, s) ql’, t) = qy, t + s). 
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(4) @(y, t) is a nonsingular mapping of XV onto X,., and @-l(y, t) == 
qy . t, -t). 
(5) dim X, = dim X,.t for all t E r. 
Let r be a linear skew-product flow on a vector bundle 8 and let 9”‘ C 8. 
We shall say that V is an invariant subbundle of 8 if 9’” is a subbundle of 6 and F“ 
is invariant under r, i.e., n(V, t) = V for all t E 7. Clearly the zero section 8, 
is an invariant subbundle in any linear skew-product flow. 
Let M be a compact a-invariant subset of Y. We shall say that M is inuariantly 
connected if M cannot be written as the union of two disjoint nonempty compact 
invariant sets. (In the case of a continuous flow, i.e., F = R, M is invariantly 
connected if and only if M is connected.) This concept was referred to as 
dynamically connected in the original version of this paper. The term invariantly 
connected is due to LaSalle [6A]. N ow let P” C B and assume that V(M) is an 
n-invariant subbundle of&(M) and that M is invariantly connected. Then, as a 
consequence of property (5) above, we have dim X, = constant for ally E 111. 
A projector on d is defined to be a continuous mapping P: 8 -+ ti‘ such that P 
maps each fiber X, into itself and P is a projection in X, . In other words, one 
has 
fY&Y) = (wY)%Y), 
where P is jointly continuous in x and y  and P(y) is a projection in X, . Given a 
projector P define its range by 
8 = ((x, y) E 8 : P(x, y) = (x, y)} 
and its null space by 
A- = {(x, y) E E : P(x, y) = (0, y)}. 
One can show that 92 and JV are subbundles of 6 and that they are complementary; 
i.e., 9?(y) n x(y) = (01 and XV = 9’(y) + x(y) for all y  E Y. Conversely 
given any two complementary subbundles V and &? of 8, then there is a unique 
projector P such that the range = +/ and the null space = 2’; cf. [ 181. 
Let y; ,..., Vk be a collection of subbundles of 6, and let MC Y. If  the 
following two conditions hold: 
(i) %5(y) n K(y) = {0}, for i + J’ and all y  E M, 
(ii) XV = VI(y) + ... + frkJ/;,(y) for ally EM, 
then we shall express this as 
a(M) = %5(M) + ... + Y&%2) (Whitney sum). 
Let r = (y, u) be a linear skew-product flow on d and let X E R. Define rA by 
flA(X, y, t) = (e-~it~(~, y, t), y  * f). 
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It is easy to verify that V~ is also a linear skew-product flow on i; FuI-thernlorc 
the induced linear transformation @A(~~, t) from XII to .I-a.t is given by Qb,(?l, t) 
e-%&y, t). Sow define the subsets 
It is not difficult to verify that 9A , .yh , and *an are invariant subsets of d under 
both the flow T and the flow T,, . Furthermore for each y  E Y the fibers B,,(y), 
X(Y), and *,(y) are linear subspaces of X, . Moreover sl?, is increasing in X 
and @,, is decreasing in h; i.e., ,V < X implies that Cyi C 9” and G&u 2 %A . 
We are interested in knowing when .‘fA and ‘%/,, are complementary invariant 
subbundles of G. As we shall see below, an answer can be formulated in terms of 
dichotomies. 
Let M be any subset of the base space Y. We shall say that 7~~ admits an 
exponential dichotomy oz’ey M if there is a projector P : fi(iIZ) + C(M) and 
positive constants K and a such that 
for ally E M. If  M -= { yJ, a single point, then the exponential dichotomy over ill 
corresponds to the usual concept of dichotomy at y; cf. [3, 131. If  M =: Y, then a 
dichotomy over M is equivalent to a “splitting” of G, cf. [13]. 
Notice that an exponential dichotomy over I%’ has two important ingredients. 
First the projection P(y) varies continuously over M. Second, the quantities K 
and 01, referred to above, are constant over M. Furthermore, as shown in [I 3, 
pp. 451-4541, if T,, admits an exponential dichotomy over M, then the range of 
the projector P is precisely 5$(M) and the null space is 9JM). We have more to 
say about this relationship in the next section. 
If  VT is a flow on a topological space W, then we shall need the following 
notation: 
y(w) = (~(zu, t) : t EF} =:: trajectory through w, 
H(w) = Cl +I) m== hull of us, 
y+(w) = (~(20, t) : t > 0) = positive semitrajectory, 
y-(w) = {n(w, t) : t < 0) = negative semitrajectory, 
H-b(w) :- C’l Y’(W) - positive hull, 
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H-(w) = Cl y-(w) = negative hull, 
Q(w) = n H+(~T(w, 7)) = omega limit set, 
7 
A(w) = n H-(v(w, T)) = alpha limit set. 
3. THE SPECTRUM 
Let rr = (q, 0) be a given linear skew-product flow on a vector bundle 8 with 
a compact Hausdorff base space Y. For each X E R we let n,+ be the associated 
flow as described in Section 2. 
For a pointy E Y we define the resokent p(y) by 
p(y) = {/\ E R: TQ admits an exponential dichotomy over {y}}. 
The spectrum Z(y) is the complement Z(y) = am = R - p(y). For an 
arbitrary subset M C Y we define the spectrum of (&, n) over M, or simply, the 
spectrum by 
Z(M) = (J Z(y) 
YEM 
and the resolvent of (8, n) over M, or simply, the resolvent by 
P(M) = n P(Y) = WV. 
CM 
In the case of a linear skew-product flow generated by a family GZ of ordinary 
differential equations, we see that X E p(A) if and only if the equation x’ = 
(A(t) - hl)x admits an exponential dichotomy. 
It was shown in [13] that if V~ admits an exponential dichotomy over y, then nh 
admits an exponential dichotomy over the hull H(y). As a consequence we have 
LEMMA 1. Z(y) = X(H(y)) for all y  E Y. In particular, if M is a compact 
minimal set in Y, then Z(y) = Z(M) for ally E M. 
Our next result is a characterization of the resolvent of a compact invariant 
set M. 
LEMMA 2. Let M be a compact invariant set in Y. Then the following statements 
are valid: 
(A) X E p(M) -+ x-, admits an exponential dichotomy over M. 
(B) h E p(M) * BA(M) = G,(M), the zero section of 6(M). 
SJ5/27/3-2 
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Proof. I f  V~ admits an exponential dichotomy over M, then it follows from 
the definitions that h E p(M). C onversely, if h E p(M), then n, admits an exponen- 
tial dichotomy over each y  E M. It then follows from [I 3, p. 4.531 that aA(12(1) : 
G,(M). Since dim yJy,(y) $ dim oah(y) = n for all y  E M, it follows from [14] 
that 1~~ admits an exponential dichotomy over M. Q.E.D. 
In the special case that M is a compact minimal set, or more generally, a 
compact chain recurrent set in Y, then one can say more; cf. [ 141. 
LEMMA 3. Let M be a compact invariant set in Y and assume that either M is 
a chain recurrent set or a minimal set in the flow u on Y. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(A) h 6 P(M). 
(B) rA admits an exponential dichotomy over M. 
(‘7 MA = ~of,(W. 
As a starting point for the analysis of the spectrum we shall prove the following 
uniformization lemma; cf. [12, p. 7351. 
LEMMA 4. Let M be a compact invariant set in 1’ and let A E R. Then the 
following statements are valid: 
(A) If : @,,(y, t); -+ 0 as t + +co for each y E M, then h gp(M), 
Z(M) C (- co, A), and Y;(M) = &(M)~oY all p 3 A. 
(B) If I QA(y, t)i -+ 0 as t -+ -co for each y E M, then A cp(M), 
qw c (A $ GO), and e*(M) = b(M)for allp < A. 
Proof. We shall prove (A). The proof of (B) is simiIar. For each y  E M there 
is a time T(y) > 0 such that 1 Q&(y, t)l < 4 for t > T(y). In particular, 
/ @,(y, T(y))! < $. By the continuity of @A there is also a neighborhood M(y) 
of y  such that for all 7 E J’(y) one has 1 @JT, T(y))/ < +. Since M is compact 
we can determine a finite number of points {yi ,..., ym} such that the neighbor- 
hoods Jlr(yJ,..., J,‘(yJ cover M. Let Tj = T(y,) and assume that the yi are 
ordered so that T1 < Tj < T, for all j. Define K by 
K = sup{1 Dn(y, t)(: y  E M, 0 < t < T,,,]. 
Now fix t > 0 and let y  E Y. Then y  E M(yj,) for somejr and 1 @,,(y, T,,)I < 3. 
Furthermore, y  . Tj, E M(yjz) for some jz and 
I %(Y, Til + T,,)I = I @P,(Y . Tj, 1 T,,) WY, T,,)I < (+>“. 
Now continue this process until one has 
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and I %(y, T>I < (S)“. S ince IT, < T < t and 0 < t - T < T,,, one has 
I @A(Yl t)l = I WY * 7, t - T) * CDA(y, T)] < K($)t’T1 = Ke+, 
where a = -T;’ log $ > 0. Since the last estimate is uniform in y  one has, for 
t > s, 
1 @,(y, t) @hl(y, s)l = / C$(y . s, t - s)] < Kc-act-s); 
i.e., rrA admits an exponential dichotomy over M with .9,,(M) = a(M). By 
Lemma 2, X E p(M). Finally if p > A, then 
Qu(y, t)l = efA--pjt j @Jy, t)l - 0 as t - -too 
for all y  E M and YU(M) = b(M). Thus the interval [A, +co) C p(M), or 
.qM)C (-00, A). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Let M be a compact invariant set in Y. Then the resolvent p(M) is 
open. Moreover, if h E p(M) then yA(M) = yu(M) and Si,(M) = S’,,(M) for all p 
in a neighborhood of A. 
Proof. Fix A E p(M). Then by Lemma 2, n, admits an exponential dichotomy 
over M. Hence there is a projector P: b(M) + b(M) and positive constants K 
and 01 such that 
I %(y, t) P(y) W(y, s)l < Ke-+S), s < 4 
I %(y, t>[l- P(y)] @?(y, s)I < *e-“lcs-t), t < s, 
for ally E M. If  p satisfies / X - p j < /I, where /? = a/2, then it is easily verified 
that 
I @,(y, t) P(y) @Z’(y, s)I < Ke-8(t-“), s << t, 
I @,(y, t)[I - P(y)] @;l(y, s)l < Ke+(s-*), t f s, 
for ally E M. Hence p E p(M); i.e., p(M) is open. M oreover, since the exponential 
dichotomies for rrA and CT~ involve the same projector P we see that .YJM) = 
,YU(M) and eA(M) = %,,(M) when I h - p j < /I. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. Let M be a compact invariant set in Y. Then the spectrum Z(M) is 
compact. ;2lore speci$cally, there exists an a > 0 such if X > a thnl X E p(M) with 
,40,(M) = 8(M) and if X < -a then X E p(M) with qA(M) = &(M). 
Proof. Because of Lemma 5 we need only prove that Z(M) is bounded. For 
this purpose it will suffice to show that there are positive constants K and a 
such that 
1 @(y, t)l < K ealtl (3.1) 
for all t E Y and y  E M. Indeed if (3.1) . 1s valid and X > a, then I @,,(y, t), < 
Ke(a-A)t~+Oast+ +coforeachyEM.ByLemma4onehasZ(M)C(--,a]. 
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Similarly if h < --a one has 1 QA(y, t)l ---f 0 as t -+ pm for all JI 5 M. C’onse- 
quently Z(M) _C [-a, a]. 
The proof of (3.1) is somewhat similar to the argument used in the last lemma. 
Define K by 
K = sup{/ @(y, t>;:y E 191, p-1 < t .< 1). 
Now fix t E 9 and let us assume that t 3 0. (A similar argument will take care 
of the case t < 0.) Let m be the integer satisfying m < t < m -- I. Then for 
any y  E M one has 
whereyj are defined inductively byy, == y, yj = o(yj-r , l),j -: 1, 2 ,..., m, and 
a = log K. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. Let M be a nonempty set in Y and assume that dim 6 = n ;> I. 
Then the spectrum Z(M) is nonempty. 
Proof. Picky,, E M and set MO = H( y,,). Since Y is compact, MO is a compact 
invariant subset of Y. Furthermore since Z(M,) = Z(y,) _C E(M), it will suffice 
to show that Z(M,,) is nonempty. 
Now pick positive constants K and a so that (3.1) holds for all y  E M,, and all 
t E 9. Then, as shown in Lemmas 4 and 6, if h > a then X E p(M,), 9,,(MJ :~= 
b(M,J, and qLA(M,,) = b&M,). Similarly if h < --a, then /\ E p(MJ, ‘l/,,(M,,) -z 
<(MO), and .4p,(M,,) = cF~(M~,). 
Next define h, = inf{h E p(M): yA(M,,) = G(M,,)}. One then has --a < X, < a 
since yA(M,) := c?,,(M,,) f  C(M,,) for ;\ < -a Arguing negatively, let us 
assume now that h,, E p(M,,). There are then two cases to consider: (i) :‘r,,(M,,) 
&(M,) or (ii) yAO(M,J # J?(M,J. In case(i) Lemma 5 implies that 9A(M,J = 6(M,,) 
in a neighborhood of h, , which contradicts the definition of X, . In case (ii) one 
must have gAO(MO) + 8,,(MO) since yAO(y) + q*,(y) = X, for all y  E M,, . 
By using Lemma 5 once again, one has qA(M,,) # ~?Jfi/r,) in a neighborhood 
of A0 However, for h > X, we see from the definition of /I, that this contradicts 
the fact that &~(M,,) = &O(MO). We conclude therefore that A0 E Z(M,,). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 8. Let M be a compact invariant set in Y. Let A, , A, E p(M) with 
A1 < A, . I f  FAl(M) = z2(M) and @‘/,*(M) = @,JM), then [A,, A?] C p(M), and 
CyA(M) : .Sp,JM) and qJA(M) == &,,,(M)for all X E [A, , A,]. 
Proof. Since A, , A2 E p(M) there exist projectors PA, and P,,, and positive 
constants K and (Y such that 
1 f&(y, t) P,(y) @;l(y, s)l K< Ke-“(t-“), s c; t, 
1 qy, t)[I - PA(y)] @;*(y, s)l S Ke-*( +, f  :< s, 
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for ally E ill, with X = h, (or X,). S’ mce Y,l(iVZ) = YA/7n2(M) and BA1(M) = aA, 
one has PA1 = PA 2 . The inequalities above are then equivalent to 
e-A’t-s) 1 @(y, t) P(y) @-l(y, s)1 < K e-a(t+), s < t, (3.2) 
e-A(‘-*) 1 @(y, t)[I - P(y)] @-l(y, s)i < K e--a(s-fl, t < s, (3.3) 
where P == P, . Since (3.2) and (3.3) hold for h = Xi and h = h, , they are also 
satisfied for all’X E [h, , X,]. The lemma now follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 9. Let M be a compact invariant set in Y and let h, , h, E p(M) with 
,I1 < h, Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) There is a p E (h, , h2) n Z(M). 
P) %1(M) n %4P,Z(W + ~o”o(M). 
(C) dim yA,(M) < dim 9QM). 
(D) dim @,+,(M) > dim G’lA,(M). 
Furthermore, 9- = qA,(M) n yAz(M) is an invariant subbundle of 6. 
Proof. (C) o (D). Since X, , X, E p(M) one has dim YApA. + dim eA.(y) = n 
for all y E M and i = 1,2. The equivalence of the two ikequalities (C) ‘and (D) 
is now immediate. 
(A) =+ (C) and (D). If there is a p E (X r , &) n Z(M), then by the last lemma 
either 9QM) # 9”z(M) or aAl # %Az(M). Statements (C) and (D) now 
follow from the monotonicity of YA and en . 
(C) and (D) * (B). For every y E M one has 
> dim aAl + dim PAZ(y) - n > dim 4V,,l(y) + dim cyjl(y) - n = 0. 
(B) 3 (A). Define TV = inf{X E p(M): yA(M) = yA2(M)}. Then arguing as in 
Lemma 7 we get h, < p < h, and p e E(M). 
Finally, since both %,1(M) and yAJM) are invariant subbundles of b(M), it 
follows that the intersection F = eAl(M) n YJM) is also an invariant sub- 
bundle of G(M). Q.E.D. 
The proof of the following algebraic lemma is left to the reader: Let A, B, and C 
be subspaces of X with B n C = (0). If A 3_ C then 
A n (B + C) = (A n B) + (A n C). 
LEMMA 10. Let M be a compact invariant set in Y and let ,I, , h, be chosen so 
that A, < A, , A, , A, E p(M), and (h, , X,) n Z(M) # B. Let 9 = %,1(M) n 
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LQM) and let 73 denote the restriction ofrr to .F. Gext let I denote the spectrum 
of (F, 73) oz’er M. Then L?(M) := Z‘(M) n (A, , AZ). 
 ^
Proof. \Ve will show first that L’(M) L Z(M). Taking complements in K we 
must show that p(M) C p”(M). Thus let h E p(M) and define 
.Fs -~ .F n .LqM), >FU I~: .F n 42*(M). 
Clearly .K$ and & are invariant subbundles and we rfaim that 9 =- .& -1 .eL . 
To prove the claim note that for A < A, one has 9, -- ,9$ , the zero section, and 
flU = 9 from which the assertion follows. Similarly, if X .:> h, , .;“1, = .% and 
%L = FO. For A E [A, , A,] (we drop the argument A/) 
and 
and 
%vA -zzz %A n (??l*, + 9;) = q, + pA n yi) = +zAz + TV ; 
combining, we get 
q1 == qr + P-$ + y, . 
From this, (3.4), and the fact that Fs + flU C 9, the claim follows. Since 
h Ed there exists a projector P on 8(M), with range 9? = x(M) and null 
space A’” = &A(M), and there are positive constants K, 01 such that 
II WY, t) P(y) @?(Y, 4% II G K II x II e-a(t-s), s < t, 
and 
II R(y, t)[I - P(y)] @‘nl(r, $1~ II < K II x II e-n(s-t)T t < s, 
for all (x, y) E b(M). Define P to be the restriction of P to F. Then .9?(p) = FY 
and M(P) = flu . By restricting the above inequalities to all (x, y) E 9 one then 
has 
and 
1 &$(y, t) P(y) c&‘(y, s)I ,( Kc~(~--~~), s < t, 
1 &(y, t)[l - P(y)] &‘(y, s)I < Kc~+~), t < s. 
Thus i3, admits an exponential dichotomy over M; i.e., A E p”(M). 
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Since 9 c Y?n,(M) it follows that jj t&y, t)x II ---f 0 as t - 00 whenever 
(x, y) E 9. By Lemma 4, th is implies that Z(M) Z (- 00, ha). Since F 6 %,JM), 
Lemma 4 also implies that z(M) C (X1 , + cc). Hence z(M) C Z(M) n (A, , A,). 
In order to prove the opposite inclusion, it suffices to show that if h E b(M) n 
(Xi , X,), then h E p(M). Thus let X E c(M) n (hi , h,). Then there is a projector 
Q: 9 - 9 and positive constants K and 01 such that 
1 &A(y, t) Q(y) &;‘(y, s)\ < Kc-act-s), s < t, 
(3.5) 
/ &,(y, t)[I - Q(y)] &‘(y, s)l < Ke-a(s-t), t < s, 
for all y E M. Let PI denote the projector on S(M) with range 9 := 9’:J”l) and 
null space JV” = a,+(M). Let P denote the projector on 8(M) with range 
W = g and null space JV = 9JM) + q/A2(M). (By the last equation we mean 
that J(y) = yAl(y) + %,Jy) for all y E M.) Then P,, = Pl + QP is the 
projector on G(F) with rang: = 9’ASPhl(M) + p(M) and null space = GA(M) + 
eA2(M), where YA(M) and @,,(M) denote, respectively, the range and null space 
of Q in F. By using (3.5) together with the facts that /1, , h, E p(M), and 
X E (hi , hJ, one can now show that there are positive constants L and /3 such that 
/ %(y, t) PA(y) @hl(y, s)I < Le-B(t-S), s< f, 
/ Qh(y, t)[I - PA(y)] @hl(y, s)i < Le-A(S-f), t e s, 
for all y E M. This implies that X E p(M). Q.E.D. 
What is our status at this point ? Let M be a compact invariant set in Y. Then 
we know that the spectrum Z(M) is a closed set lying in some interval [-a, u]. 
Now choose points X0 ,..., h, in the resolvent p(M) such that h,, < h, < *.. < h, 
and h, < --a, a < Am. In addition let us require that the spectrum Z(M) meet 
each interval (AiP1 , hi), i = I,..., m. Then for each i, the set 
is an invariant subbundle of a(M). Let T+ denote the restriction of ZT to Vi and let 
&i(M) denote the spectrum of (q , &) over M. Then one has 
THEOREM 1. Assume that dim F(M) > I. Then the following statements are 
valid: 
(A) &(M) = Z(M) n (X,-1 , Ai). 
(B) WV = Uteri. 
(C) dim K > 1. 
(D) q(M) n q(M) = b,(M) when i # j. 
(E) b(M) = VI(M) + ... + Vn,(M) (Whitney sum). 
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Proof. Statement (A) follows from Lemma 10; (B) follows from the facts 
that 2(M) C [-a, a], )iO < --a, and h, ,> a; (C) follows from Lemma 9(B). In 
order to prove (D) let us assume that i + 1 < j. Since $< Cr .YA (,W) and 
V’j _C %h,(M), (D) follows from the fact that FAz(A4) n 3?Ai(M) = Al”. 
Before proving (E) let us recall that FA is increasing in h and “r/ is decreasing 
in h. Also for h < --a one has YA(M) = 8,,(M) and 4Pn(M) = b(M). Likewise 
for A > a one has YA(M) = b(M) and e,,(M) == (l;i,(M). In addition b(M) = 
YA4a,i(M) + q,,jfiZ) for i = 0, I ,..., m. Thus 
6(M) = eqM) = q,(M) n (qnq t 42!,,(M)) 
Continuing this process we have 
WW = VP’) + @,ltM) n t<JW + @JM>) 
= VI(M) i v2tM) + @AatW. 
The rest is now obvious. Q.E.D. 
In order to get more information about the spectrum we need to restrict our 
attention to invariantly connected compact invariant sets. Recall that if v  is a 
linear skew-product flow on a vector bundle d with a base space M that is 
compact and invariantly connected, thenall thefibers X, have the same dimension 
and any invariant subbundle V has fibers T(y) with the same dimension over M. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be an invariuntZy connected compact invariant set in Y. 
Let n = dim & and assume that n 3 1. Then the spectrum Z(M) is the union of k 
compact intervals 
z(M) = [a,, &I u ... u [a,, bkl, 
where k < n and a, < b, < a2 < bz < .I. < ak ,( 6, . Furthermore if A, , 
x 1 ,..., A, are chosen in the resolvent p(M) so that 
A, < a, ,( 6, < A, < a2 < ... < b,-, < hkel < ak < b, < A, 
thenforl <i,Ck 
5 = <CM) = 3p) n @AiJW 
is an invariant subbundle of &(M) with dim K(y) = ni for all y  E M, where 
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ni 3 1 and n, + ... + nk = n. Moreover, ,<(M) n q(M) = B,(M) when 
i #j and b(M) = VI(M) + ... -t 9%(M), or equivalently, 
&(Y) = %(Y) + ‘.. -1 WY) 
for ally E M. Finally, the spectrum Z~(M) of (9; , ni), where ni denotes the restric- 
tion oft to V, is &i(M) = [ui , b,]. 
Proof. First, recall that the spectrum Z(M) is nonempty and compact. Next 
we will show that the resolvent p(M) consists of (K + 1) open intervals where 
K < n. Indeed, if p(M) contains (n + 2) components, then one can choose a 
collection of points A,, , A1 ,..., h,+r in p(M) such that Z(M) meets each interval 
(A,-1 ) A,), i = 1, 2 )...) n + 1. Then by Theorem 1, the invariant subbundle 
Vi(M) = YAjM) n aAiM, has dim Vi > 1. However, since M is invariantly 
connected the dimension dim K(y) = i n is constant over M. Since K(M) n 
9$(M) = b,(M) by Theorem 1 one has 
n = dim&(y) > n, + ... + n,,, > n + 1, 
a contradiction. Thus p(M) consists of (k + 1) open intervals where K < n. In 
other words, the spectrum is the union of k compact intervals. The remainder of 
the theorem now follows directly from Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
The decomposition E(M) = uFz, [a, , bi] and the corresponding decomposi- 
tion 
G(M) = Y&VC) + ..* -t ,<,(M), 
described in the last theorem, shall be called the spectra2 decomposition of (8, n). 
The invariant subbundle VJM) will b e referred to as the ith spectral subbundle, 
or sometimes as the spectral subbundle associated with the ith spectral interval 
[ai , bil. 
Let us now consider some examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. AUTONOMOUS EQUATIONS. Consider the linear differential 
equation x’ = Ax, where A is a constant matrix and x E X, where X = Rn or 
Cn. Let A denote the collection of eigenvalues of A and set Z‘(A) = {CL E R: 
p = Re h for some A E A}. The linear skew-product flow on W x {A} is given by 
4x, A t) = (P(x, A, t), A), 
where 93(x, A, t) is the solution of the initial value problem x’ = Ax, x(O) = x and 
{A} denotes the set consisting of A alone. The spectrum of this flow is precisely 
the set Z(A) defined above. The spectral subbundle associated with p E Z(A) 
can be described in terms of the generalized eigenspaces of A. Recall that if h is 
an eigenvalue of A then the generalized eigenspace associated with h is 
W,=(XEX:(A--Xl)nx=O). 
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The spectral subbundle associated with TV E X(4) is then the linear subspace 
V x (A}, where 
C’ == WA, + ... $- WAp , 
where the sum is taken over all Ai with Re & = ,J. 
Notice that in this example the spectral intervals in 2(:(A) reduce to points. 
EXAMPLE 2. PERIODIC EQUATIONS. Consider the linear differential equation 
x’ = A(t)x with periodic coefficients, say A(t + w) -= A(t) for all t E R, where 
w > 0. This equation induces a linear skew-product flow rr on the space 
X x y(A) where r(A) = {AT: 7 E R). Since A(t) is periodic, y(A) is homeomor- 
phic to a circle S1. As a consequence of the Floquet theory [2], there is a change 
of variable y  = P(t) x, where P(t) is nonsingular and periodic in t and where y  
satisfies an equation with constant coefficients y’ = By. The spectrum ,Z(y(A)) 
of (X x r(A), 7r) over y(A) is precisely the spectrum Z(B) of y’ -- By, i.e., 
Z(y(A)) = L’(B). The spectral subbundle associated with p E Z(y(A)) can be 
described in terms of the generalized eigenspaces of B. We shall omit these 
details since they are a straightforward adaptation of the development in the last 
example. Notice again that the spectral intervals in E(,4) reduce to points. 
EXAMPLE 3. The stronger conclusions of Theorem 2 are not in general T-alid 
if 114 is not invariantly connected. A simple example would be the collection of 
scalar equationsx’ = (l/n) x, n = I, 2,..., together with x’ ::-I 0 s. This forms a 
linear skew-product flow over M = {O] u {l/n : n _= 1, 2,...) and Z(M) hf. 
EXAMPLE 4, ANOSOV DIFFEOMORPHISMS. Our spectral theory is applicable 
to the study of Anosov diffeomorphisms. Let us illustrate this with a concrete 
example. Let A be the (2 x 2) real matrix 
A = (; ;‘j. 
The mapping y  = Ax on the plane R2 induces a diffeomorphism F on the torus 
M = T2, y  = Fx = Ax (mod 1). This diffeomorphism is an Anosov diffeomor- 
phism and the periodic points of F are dense in M. The induced linearized flow v  
on the tangent bundle TM admits a splitting TM = 9’ + 4 (Whitney sum); 
cf. [IO]. The eigenvalues of A are 3 & Pj2. By restricting one’s attention to the 
periodic points of F (which are dense on M) one can show that the spectrum Z is 
precisely 
2 = (log(3 + V2), log(3 - 89). 
Furthermore the spectral bundle associated with h = log(3 - S1j2) is precisely 
9’. Over each periodic point with minimum period K this bundle contains the 
eigenvectors of Ak associated with the eigenvalue (3 - 81/2)k. The spectral 
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bundle associated with h = log(3 $ 81j2) is %, which can also be described in 
terms of the eigenvectors of A”. 
EXAMPLE 5. FLOWS ON MANIFOLDS. Let M be a compact differentiable 
manifold and let 6 = TM be the tangent bundle of ill. Let u be the flow on M 
induced by a Cl-vector field F on M and let n be the induced linearized flow on 
TM. Then 71 is a linear skew-product flow. Furthermore one has 
0 E z7(izI). (3.6) 
The proof of (3.6) is not difficult. I f  the vector field vanishes everywhere, then the 
flow n is simply the identity mapping and every point in TM is a fixed point. 
Consequently 7~ does not admit an exponential dichotomy over M and hence 
0 E .X(M). (More precisely, in this case one has Z(M) = (0) and the spectral 
bundle associated with h = 0 is the entire vector bundle TM.) On the other hand, 
if F(y,) + 0 at some point y,, E M then 
OF, yo 7 t) = P(d~o , t)), u(y, , t)) 
for all t; i.e., 7~ maps the vector F(y,) into the vectorF(a(y,, , t)) along the trajec- 
tory through y0 . Since the vector field F(y) is bounded on the compact base 
space M, this means that the bounded set a contains a nonzero vector (F(y,), y,,). 
By Lemma 2 one then has 0 E Z(M). In this case the spectral bundle Y associated 
with the spectral interval containing X = 0 must contain the bounded set 59. 
EXAMPLE 6. ANOSOV FLOWS. The Anosov diffeomorphism described in 
Example 4 can be suspended to give a flow on M = T2 x 9. It is not difficult 
to show that the spectrum of this flow is 
Z = (log(3 - 89, 0, log(3 + 819}. 
The spectral bundles associated with h = log(3 f  8ti2) are perpendicular to the 
.I!?-direction, whereas the spectral bundle associated with h = 0 consists of all 
tangent vectors pointing in the P-direction. 
4. LYAPUNOV THEORY 
In this section we shall investigate the relationship between the spectrum and 
the Lyapunov characteristic exponents, or as they are sometimes called, the 
Lyapunov-type numbers. For this purpose we let r = (v, u) be a linear skew- 
product flow on a vector bundle c” with base space Y and we assume that Y is 
compact and invariantly connected. Let n = dim 6 and let 
z = Z(Y) = [al, b,] u *** u [ale, bk], 
d = 8(Y) = v1 + -.* + Vk 
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be the spectral decomposition of (d:, 7~) as given by Theorem 2. Assume that the 
spectral intervals [ui , hi] have been ordered so that hi < a,+r , i I...., ii 1, 
and let P,: c!?+ C denote the projector on G with range =m %; and null space 
being the sum of the remaining -t ; 
Given a point (x, y) E Q’, P # 0, we define the four Lyapunov characteristic 
exponents of (x, y) b!- 
h,+(x, y) = lim sup(l,/t) log 1~ v(X, y, t)!i, 
t-+m 
(4.1) 
X,+(X, y) = lim inf(l/t) log 11 ~(3, y’, t)li, (4.2) 
t-+m 
As-(x, y) = lim sup(l/t) log // ~(x, y, t)il, 
t-- a 
(4.3) 
hi--(X, y) = lim_lJlf(ljt) log /I 93(X, y, t)li. (4.4) 
THEOREM 3. If  (x, y) E Y: , zchere < is the spectral subbundle associated with 
the spectral inteval [ui , bJ, and x f  0, then the four LJjapunov characteristir 
exponents (4.1)-(4.4) lie in [ai , bJ. Inparticular, ;fai = b, , thenfor all (x, y) c % ;, 
x # 0, the four characteristic exponents agree and the limits 
lim (l/t) log jl p(x, y, f)il = iiln_(l/t) log Ii 9(x, y, t)II 
t-+s 
exist and equal ai . 
Proof. We shall show that if (x, y) E K with x # 0, then As+(x, y) < bi and 
ai < &+(x, y). Since one always has h,+(x, y) ,< X,1(x, y), this implies that 
h,+(x, y) and h,+(x, y) lie in [a, , hi]. A similar argument will show that X,,-(X) y) 
and Ai-(x, y) lie in [ai , bi]. 
Let X be an arbitrary point in (bi , aill). Then h E p(Y) and there is a projector 
P: 6’ --f & and positive constants K and 01 such that 
1 Q,,(y) t) P(y) @i’(y, s)i :g Ke-m(t-s), s ( t, 
or equivalently, 
1 @(J-, t) P(y) @-l(y, s); < K e(A-a)(l-s), s < t. (4.5) 
Set s = 0. If  (x, y) E < then P(y)x = x and (4.5) implies that 
II p(x, y, t)ll = II WY, t) P(y) WY, 0)~ II < K II x II +*)t, 0 < t. 
Therefore As+(x, y) < X - OL < A. Since h is arbitrary one has )Is+(x, y) < bi . 
Next choose h E (biel , ai). Then h E p(Y) and there is a projector Q: d--f 8 
and positive constants L and p such that 
I @,(y, t)[l- Q(Y)] @?(y, $)I < Le-E(s-t), t < s, 
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or equivalently, 
/ @(y, t)[Z - Q(y)] V(y, s)I < L e(-A-8)(s-f), t < s. (4.6) 
Since (x, y) E Y; $ %!,, one has [I - $I(y)]x = x, and 
x = @-yy, s) dx, y, s) = [I - Q(y)] @-‘of, s) pj(x, y, s). 
By setting t = 0, (4.6) implies that 
i/ 3 j/ = I! @(y, O)[Z - Q(y)] @-l(y, s) 9(x, y, s)Q < L j/ 9(x, y, .~)I/ e(-A-B)s 
for s > 0, i.e., ii ~(2, y, s);j >, L-r !I x 1) e(,iimB)s. Hence hi+(*v, y) > (A $ p) > A. 
Since X is arbitrary one has AiL(x,y) >, U.~ . Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. For all (x, y) E 6, x # 0, the four Lyapunov characteristic 
exponents lie in the spectrum 2. More precisely, Zet (x, y) E 6, x # 0, and define p 
and q by 
p = max{i: P,(y)x # 0}, 
q = min{i: P,(y)% + 01. 
Then o?le has 
Proof. We shall prove (4.7). The 
Pi( y)s = 0 for i > p one can write 
h+(.~, Y) < b, , (4.7) 
MS Y) < b,> . (4.8) 
argument for (4.8) is similar. Since 
(.v, y) = i (Xi , y), 
i=l 
where(x,,y)EK,l <i<p,andx, # 0. By Theorem 3 one has X,+(xj , y) < 
A,‘(%$ ,y) < bj < b,-, < a, forj = I,..., p - 1 and 
Now choose p so that b,-, < p < a,; then bp the linearity of q one has 
Now c:lzl’ ; e-%(xj , y, t)li --+ 0 as t ---f Yco and jj e-u’p(s, , ,y, t)li + $-cc as 
r + + a. Hence I/ e-%(x, y, t)il - -+ co as t -+ + co and therefore p < &+(x, y). 
Since p is arbitrary one has ap < A,+(%, y). 
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On the other hand, if p > b, , then Cj”=, jj e-l/$(xj, y, t);i --+ 0 as f  * % 
and therefore /j ~-J+J(x, y, t)j! + 0 as t + + GO. Hence h,$+(x, y) ’ lo for ever- 
p > 6, . That is, ;\+(x, y) < b, . One then has ap < hii (x, y) ~1 h, (x, y) ,$ b,, . 
Q.J:.D. 
Define the two sets 
A,+(y) = (A,s-yx, y): x # 01, 
A,-(y) = {/i-(x, y): x + 0). 
The proof of the following lemma is a straightforward adaptation of [9, p. 1691: 
LEMMA 11. For every y  E Y, each of the sets A,-+(y) and Ai- contains no 
more than n elements where n = dim 8. 
LEMMA 12. Assume that the spectrum Z consists of a single spectral interval 
[a, b]. Then there exist (x1 , yl), (xp ,yz) E r(” such that xl :A: 0, x2 # 0, 
&+(x1 , yl) = b, and h,-(x2 , y2) == a. 
Proof. We shall prove the existence of (xr , yr) with h,?-(x, , yi) b. The 
proof of the other assertion is similar. Arguing negatively, assume that for ever! 
y  E Y there is an E = E(Y) > 0 such that h,+(x, y) < b - E for all s E 2Y, with 
Ij x /j = 1. (Recall that there are only finitely many such h,+ (x, v) by the last 
lemma.) This then implies that 
ic sup e-(b-c)' 
1: d? Y, q!l - 0 as t --f i- X 
Ml=1 
for every y  E I’. It then follows from Lemma 4 that b E p(Y), a contradition. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. Assume now that Y is a minimal set with respect to the flow CT. 
Let [a, b] denote an arbitrary spectral interval and let V denote the associated 
spectral bundle. Define Gf and G- by 
G+ = {y E Y: there exists an x E “Y‘(y) with &+(x, y) := 61, 
G- -= {y E I’: there exists an x E 9 ‘(y) with h,-(x, y) =~ al. 
Then G-1, G-, and G’ n G- are residual G,-subsets of I’. 
Proof. We shall prove that G+ is a residual G,-subset of Y. A similar argument 
apphes for G-. I f  both G+ and G- are residual G,-sets then the intersection 
G+ n G- is also a residual G,-set, cf. [l I]. 
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We shall need the following characterization of &+(x, y): Let h = X,+(X, y). 
Then for every E > 0 there is a sequence {t,}, t, -+ +CO, such that 
e-(A-dt, II y(x, y, tn)ll - m as n - 03, 
whereas 
e-(A+c)t Ii y(s, y, t)l - 0 as t ---f +a. 
Now let E+ = {y E I’: for all x E J ‘(y) one has As-(x, y) < 6). Then G+ = 
Y - E+. We will show that E+ is the countable union of closed nowhere dense 
sets &,, , which means that Ef is an F,-set of the first Baire category. The 
complement G+ is then a residual GA-set. 
For integers k, 1 > 1 define E,,, by 
&, = {y E Y : ji p?(x, y, t)!) s< k I! Xl/ e(b-l’z)t for t 3 0, X E Y(y)). 
Since A,s+(y) contains finitely many numbers (Lemma 11) it follows that 
E+ = U;,z=l E,,z . The fact that each E,,, is closed in Y follows from the 
continuity of v. Let us now show that each EkS L is nowhere dense. If this were not 
true, then E,,, contains a nonempty open set U. Since Y is minimal one can find 
a collection of times {i, ,..., t,,) such that ti >, 0 and 
u . t, v ... v I/ ’ t,, = Y. 
Now let K,, be the sup j/ CJJ(X, y 7, -T)II where the supremum is taken over all 
y E Y, 7 E (t1 ,..., f,}, and x E V(y . T) with 11 x /I = I. This number K,, is finite. 
Furthermore, if T E {tl ,..., tm> and y E EkSL then 
II v,(x, Y . 7, t)li = II ddx, Y . 5 -9 4’, 7 + t)il 
,< k II cp(x, y * 7, -7)li e(b-1’z)(7*t) 
< K ke(b-l!Zh e(b-“I)t 
0 
for all t >, 0 and all x E V(y . T) with 1; x i! = I. Since 
Y = {y T: y E E,,, , 7 E {tl ,..., t,}} 
one has Y = EK.L where K >, K,,,h e(b-ll”“, but this contradicts Lemma 12. 
Q.E.D. 
The next result is now a direct application of the last theorem. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Assume that Y is a minimal set with respect to the JEow u. 
Then the set G of ally e Y such that there exist x1- ,..., .q;-, x1+ ,..., xlc+ in X, with 
hs+(x,+, y) = hi and Aj-(xi-, y) = ai (i = l,..., k) 
is a residual Gb-set in Y. 
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5. PERTURBATIOIX THEORY 
In this section we will study the variation in the spectrum C(M) and the 
corresponding spectral decomposition as the set M changes. Let rr -- (p, u) be 
a linear skew-product flow on a vector bundle d with base space I’ and assume 
that Y is compact and invariantly connected. Let 71 -= dim C;. Next let X( I’) 
denote the collection of all compact invariant subsets MC Y. Clearly one has 
Z(M) C Z(Y) for all M E X(Y). 
The main result here is the following Perturbation Theorem, which describes a 
semicontinuity property of the spectrum. 
THEOREM 6. Let MO E X(Y). Then f  or every neighborhood U of Z(M,) there 
is a neighborhood V of M, with the following property: 
MEX(Y), ML Vs-Z(M)CCi. (5.1) 
Moreover, if h E p(MJ, then there is an oi > 0 and a neighborhood V of AZ,, with 
the following property: 
M E X(Y), M c v  3 (A -- a, h .‘ a) c p(M). (5.2) 
Furthermore, ;f  h E p(MJ then there is a compact neighborhood V of M,, with the 
property that r,, admits an exponential dichotomy over M where M is the largest 
compact invariant set in V, and M, 2 M _C V. This means that ,yA(y) and uNA(y) 
vary continuously over M. 
Proof. Assume for the moment that (5.2) is valid. I f  (5.1) is false, then there is 
an E > 0, a sequence of neighborhoods V, of M0 , and compact invariant sets 
:Yr, _C V, , and a sequence of points h,, E .Z’(M,,) C C(Y) such that 
dist(h,, , z’(,W,,)) ‘_. E 
and nn V, :-= M0 . Since the (A,,: lie in a compact set Z(Y), there is a sub- 
sequence (which we denote by h,,) converging to h, E Z’(Y). Now 
dist(h,, , Z(iUJ) ; . t, 
i.e., h, E p(M,,). Next use (5.2) to fix 01,, ?- 0 and the neighborhood V of M, so 
that M E ,X(Y), II2 C V implies that (h,, - in,, , h,, + eU) C p(lW). Finally choose n 
large so that M, C V, C V and ! h,, A,, 1 < a0 . One then has the contradiction 
that X, E p(J!&), or X, $ Z(M?;,). Hence property (5.1) follows from property (5.2). 
Let us now prove (5.2). By replacing the linear skew-product flow r with =, 
(if necessary) we can assume that h 0 E p(M,,). Then r admits an exponential 
dichotomy over MO and .%‘(M,) K,,(M,,) by Lemma 2. It follows then from 
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[13, p. 4361 that Ma can be written as the finite disjoint union of compact invariant 
sets M, = M1 U ... u ilfD , where each Mi can be described as 
Ilfi = {y E Jl&,: dim y(y) = Ki and dim e(y) = n - RJ 
and the numbers /zr ,..., k, are distinct integers between 0 and n. 
We will now show that there is a neighborhood V,, of J-J0 with the property 
that for every M E X(Y) with M C V,, one has g(fiZ) = E,,(hl). (In other words, 
the relationship B(M,,) = Q,(M,) is an “open” condition.) I f  there is no neigh- 
borhood V,, with the latter property, then one could find a sequence of neigh- 
borhoods V, of M,, , a sequence (xn , yn) E g such that x, f  0, and yn . t E V, 
for all t E 9. Now let 
Bn = SUP~II dxn , Yn > t)ll : t E n, 
and choose t, E r so that /j p(xn , yV1 , t,)lI 3 pJ2. Let 
Then qVL E V, and 114, jl > +. Moreover 11 (p(& , vn , t)l/ < 1 for all t E y. Now 
choose convergent subsequences so that (5,) 7,) + (6,~). One then has 
II 6 II 3 4, II ~(5, ‘I, t>ll < 1, and rl E MO, which contradicts the fact that 
g’(Mo) = ho. 
Let the neighborhood V,, of M,, be determined as in the last paragraph, and 
now choose another neighborhood I’,,, of M,, such that Cl V,, _C V,, and so that 
Cl V,,, can be written as the disjoint union of sets Cl V,, = WI u ... LJ W, 
where each W, contains the corresponding set Al,. We now wish to look at Y* 
the closure of the union of all compact invariant sets MC Cl V,, . Y* is then 
a compact invariant set in the flow on Y and Y* C Cl V,, . Let X* denote the 
restriction of n to &(Y*). As a result of the argument above one has B(Y*) = 
&a(Y*). Furthermore, since Y* _C Cl V,, = WI u ... u W, one can write 
Y” = Yl* u ... u y9*, where Yi* = Y* n Wi . Thus each Yi* contains the 
corresponding compact invariant set Mi . Since Y is compact and invariant, it 
follows from the continuity of the flow 0 that each Yi* is compact and invariant. 
Let us look now at Yi*. Since .%(Y,*) = &‘,,(Y1*) it follows from [14, pp. 
488490] that the (n + 1) sets 
2, = {y E Yi*: dim y(y) = k and dim%(y) = n - k}, 
where k = 0, l,..., n, are closed isolated invariant sets in Y1*. However, 
Ml C Zk, and therefore there is a compact neighborhood VI C WI of .Zkl that is 
disjoint from the other sets 2, defined above. Furthermore it also follows from 
[13, p. 4351 that QT admits an exponential dichotomy over Zk, C V, . 
We repeat this for each of the sets Y**,..., Y,* thereby getting disjoint 
neighborhoods Va ,. . ., V, of &Zz ,..., -aID , respectively. These neighborhoods Vj 
have the following property: 
M E z-(Y), MC Vj 3 M_CZkj, 
505/27’3-3 
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j = I,..., p. It then follows that = admits an exponential dichotomy over such an 
M and thus h = 0 E p(M). Now define 
z = ZQJ “‘UZ~& 
Then every set M E ,X(Y) with M C V, u ... U V, satisfies M _C 2. Since 2 is a 
compact invariant set, it follows that 2 is the largest compact invariant set in 
v= V,U.‘.U v,. 
Next we define a mapping P: 8”(Z) -+ &(Z) by P(x, y) = (P(y)x, y), where 
P(y) is the projection in X, with range = ,4p(y) and null space = a(y). The 
mapping P is merely the unique extension of the projectors Pj: 8(Zk3) ---f G(ZJcj) 
(j = l,...,p) associated with the exponential dichotomy of r over Z, . It 
follows that P is a projector and that there exist positive constants K and cu’such 
that 
1 @(y, t) P(y) Q-Q, s)l < K e-a(*-s), s < t, 
/ qy, t)[I - P(y)] a-l(y, s)I < K e-a(S-t), t < s, 
for ally E Z. Kow if p satisfies j p 1 < OL, then 7~~ admits an exponential dichotomy 
over Z with the same projector P and the same constant K and with @,,(y, t) = 
e-@(y, t) replacing @(y, t) and a: - ; p 1 replacing DI. Q.E.D. 
The Perturbation Theorem (Theorem 6) has the following interpretation: 
“If rd admits an exponential dichotomy over Ma , then this dichotomy extends to 
all invariant sets fig in a neighborhood of A&,.” 
It is well known that if x’ r= A(t)x admits an exponential dichotomy and if 
B(t) is uniformly close to A(t) (i.e., supt / A(t) - B(t)1 < E for E sufficiently 
small), then x’ = B(t)% also admits an exponential dichotomy; cf. [3]. We will 
now show, by way of an example, that Theorem 6 is more general. 
Let (p, 0) be polar coordinates in R2 and set Y -= p -- 1. We now restrict our 
attention to the annulus Y = {(r, 8): 1 r j < r0 < I}, where Y,, is fixed. Consider 
the flow in the neighborhood of Y = 0 in R2 given by 
r’ = 0, 8’ = 1 r / -t 1 sin(0/2)1 
Let z&t?, Y, t) be the &component of the solution with initia1 conditions r(O) = Y 
and 0(O) = f3. Let A(r, 0) be a (2 x 2)- ma t rix-valued function with a convergent 
power series expansion 
‘4(Y, 8) == f  YEA, 
&=O 
for 0 < 0 < 27r, 1 Y ( < yo, where 
0 AOW = (’ -+- y)+ sin e, -l _ K(l + sin & 
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and K > 0 is a constant. Let p)(s, r, 6, t) denote the solution of 
Then 
x’ = A@, q@, r, t))x, x(0) = x. (5.3), 
is a linear skew-product flow on R2 x Y. For 1 Y 1 < Y,, we let H, denote the 
circle p = 1 + Y in R2. Then H, is a compact invariant set in the flow on Y. 
Moreover, because of our choice of A,(B), it follows that h = 0 is in the resolvent 
PW& 
To see this consider Eq. (5.3)0 with 0 # 0 and let x have the form x = (,$. 
Then 
11 @p(t) @-l(s)x 11 = 11 x exp (1’ (-1 - K(l + sin 0(u)) dv)li 
s 
< /I x 11 edtAs), s < t. 
If x has the form x = (3) then 
I\ D(s) @-‘(t)x II = I/ x: exp (S,” (1 + K(1 + sin e(u)) dn)n 
>, II x II es-t, t < s. 
Now let x = Q(t) CD-l(s)x’ where x’ has the form x’ = (2) and obtain 
/I Q(t) @-l(s) x’ /I < 11 x’ (I e-(s-t). 
It then follows that if P is projection onto the x,-axis having null space the jz,-axis 
then for any x one has 
and 
11 D(t) P@-l(s)x jj < 11 x 11 eccL-“), s < t, 
jj @(t)[I - P] @-l(s)x I/ < 11 x I/ e-(s-t), t < s. 
Since 0 was chosen different from zero, the hull of #(e, 0, t) in Y is H, and since 
the above dichotomy extends to the hull we have 0 E p(H,,). 
Now fix K, say K = 1. It then fohows from Theorem 6 that for small Y # 0, 
h = 0 is in the resolvent p(H,). However, for Y jl0 one has 
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The last term can be chosen uniformly small by taking Y small and 
sup / A&#@, H, t)) - A”(&O, B, t))] ;z? ) -4,j(T) A,(O)i - A 
Thus (5.3), , with r f  0 and small, is never uniformly close to (5.3)“. -Ucver- 
theless, since the hulls H, and fIO are close in the topology of the base space I’, 
as required by Theorem 6, we see that h = 0 is in the resolvent for all small 
values of r; i.e., the exponential dichotomy at Y ::-- 0 extends to “neighboring” 
systems (y -.+ 0). 
Remark. The above Perturbation Theorem is a very general result because it 
does not depend directly on the topology on the base space Y. As long as the 
induced linear skew-product flow 57 = (p, u) on the vector bundle d is con- 
tinuous, the Perturbation Theorem is applicable. For example, let A! denote the 
collection of all (11 x n)-matrix-valued functions A(t) with entries a,,(t) that 
are bounded and uniformly continuous in t. For each A E .A’ and 3 E X ( ==R1 or 
Cn) we let ~(x, A, t) denote the solution of the initial value problem 
x’ = A(t)x, x(0) = x. 
Then there are (at least) two topologies on A” for which 
defines a linear skew-product flow on X x ~2’. These two topologies are the 
uniform topology & and the compact-open topology 9& . The uniform topology 
yW is generated by the sup-norm /I A / jlo = supt 1 A(t)j. The compact open 
topology 9&, , in this case, is the topology of uniform convergence on compact 
sets. Thus A, + A in 9& if and only if for every compact set J C R one has 
sup{] A,(t) - ,4(t)l: t E J} -+ 0 
In this context, the Perturbation Theorem for the topology & is a classical 
result. That is, if x’ = A(t)x admits an exponential dichotomy and if 
11 A - B /jm < E (for c sufficiently small), then it is known that X’ = B(t)x 
admits an exponential dichotomy; cf. [3]. H owever, as can be inferred from the 
last example, the Perturbation Theorem also applies with the topology 9& , 
and it is in this setting that one can get new information. 
6. DEPENDENCE ON A PARAMETER 
Many problems in the theory of differential equations can be reduced to study 
equations that depend on some parameter. In this section we wish to study the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions of a family of linear equations 
x = A(t, E)X, (6.1) 
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where the coefficient matrix A depends on a parameter E. In order to be more 
definite we shall assume that E lies in some bounded real interval I, although 
much of the theory we describe here permits greater variety in the choice of the 
parameter. 
As we have seen above, the study of the asymptotic behavior of solutions of 
linear differential equations reduces to a study of the spectrum and the related 
spectral subbundles. Therefore in this section we wish to study how the spec- 
trum and the related spectral subbundles vary with E. 
The discussion here will be somewhat informal and far from complete. Our 
objective here is to illustrate the applicability of the previous ideas to a special 
problem in the theory of singular perturbations. A fuller treatment of these 
problems will appear in [17]. 
Let CPI denote the collection of all continuous (n x n)-matrix-valued functions 
A(t), t E R, and assume that 02 has the topology of uniform convergence on 
compact sets. Let X (=Rn or Cn) be the associated n-dimensional linear space. 
Then, as described in Section 1, 
77(x, A, 7) = (p(x, A, T), @, 4 
generates a linear skew-product flow on X x a. 
If  the coefficient matrix in (6.1) depends continuously on t for every E E I, 
then the mapping E --f A(., c) imbeds this collection of matrix-valued functions 
into GE However, except for some rare instances, the image of the latter mapping 
need not be an invariant subset of a. In order to circumvent this we need to 
study not only (6.1) but also all translates 
x’ = A#, ,)x = A(T + t, a)x; 
i.e., we wish to study the collection 
T(A) = {AT(.) E): T E R, E EI), 
which is an invariant subset of @. However r(A) still may have a dynamical 
defect, viz., it need not be closed. The set 
Y = I’(A) = Cl T(A) 
is, of course, a closed invariant subset of a. It is also the smallest closed invariant 
subset of @that contains every coefficient matrix A(*, E), E E I. We now study the 
restriction of r to the space X x Y. 
The space Y(A) can be described in another manner. For each E E Z let ZZ, 
denote the hull of A(., E), i.e., ZZ, = Cl{A,(., E): 7 E R}. Then H, C Y(A) for 
every E E Z and 
Z = u H, C Y(A). 
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The set 2 is a “cylinder” in @. However, as we shall see shortly, the set % need 
not be closed in G& even when I is a compact interval. Nevertheless one has 
Y(A) = Cl z. 
It is of interest to know when the base space Y(A) is compact and invariantly 
connected. (Recall that “invariantly connected” is the same as “connected” 
in this context.) An answer is given in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 14. Assume that the family of mappings (A(., E): E E Ij is bounded and 
eguiuniformly continuous in t. Then Y(A) . zs compact. Furthermore, ;f  A(t, l ) is 
also continuous in E, then Y(A) is connected. 
Proof. Recall the following definitions. The family of mappings {24(., E): E E I) 
is bounded if there is a B < $ co such that / A(t, e)I < B for all t and E. It is 
equiuniformly continuous if for every 01 > 0 there is a /3 y  0 such that 
1 A(’ + t, c) - A(t, l )i < 01 for all t and E whenever I 7 j < 8. 
The compactness of Y(A) is a consequence of the Ascoli-Arzela theorem. The 
connectedness of Y(A) follows from the fact that I is connected and for each 
E E I the hull 
II< = CI{A,(., l )} 
is connected. Q.E.D. 
An interesting example of (6. I ) occurs when A(t, 6) = A, 0 < E < 1, and 
A(t) is bounded and uniformly continuous. In this case the hulls H, , 0 < E < 1, 
are all homeomorphic. Indeed with E = 1 we note that HI is the collection of all 
B(t) such that B(t) = lim A(T~ + t) f  or some sequence T,, . For each B E H, 
define Be(t) = B(Et). One can now show that for 0 < E < I one has H, =- 
{Bf: B E HI}. Furthermore one can show that the mapping B --t BF is a homeo- 
morphism of HI onto H, , However, for E = 0, H, consists of a single constant 
matrix, viz., A(0). On the other hand for every u E R, the constant matrix 
J(O) E Y(A). Indeed, if E, + 0 and T,! = U/G, then 
AJt, 6,) = 4%&T, + c-t) =-= A(u 4 E,Lt) - A(o) 
as n --f GO. One can show that 
Y(A)= u H, uyo, 
I 1 O<F<l 
where Y, = {B(o): B E HI and 0 E R). Moreover given any neighborhood V of 
Y. , there is an e. > 0 such that H, C V whenever 0 < E < co . Thus if n 
admits an exponential dichotomy over Y, , then by Theorem 6 this dichotomy 
extends to all the hulls H, for E > 0 but small. 
This fact has the following implication. Consider the system 
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where A(s) is bounded and uniformly continuous for s E R. Equation (6.2) can 
be transformed into (6.1) with A(t, l ) = Jet) by means of the change of 
variables s = ct. If the instantaneous eigenvalues hi(s) of A(s) satisfy ( Re hi(s)/ > 
S > 0 for all s, then one can easily show that z= admits an exponential dichotomy 
over Y,. By our previous remark this dichotomy is valid for E > 0 but small, 
and consequently it is valid for (6.2). (Th is result was obtained and used earlier 
by Chang and Coppel [I].) 
7. ALMOST PERIODIC EQUATIONS 
In this section we shall restrict our attention to linear equations on X (=R” or 
C”) of the form x’ = A(t)%, where A(t) is almost periodic in t and n > 1. Let Q 
denote the collection of all continuous (n x n)-matrix-valued functions that are 
almost periodic in t. Throughout this section we will assume that a has the 
uniform topology Ym generated by the sup-norm (/ A Ilaa . In this topology G! 
is a Banach space. Let ~(x, A, t) denote the solution of the initial value problem 
x’ = A(t)x, 
where x E X and A E OZ. Let 
x(0) = x, 
4x, A, 4 = (P)(x, A, 4, A,) 
denote the corresponding linear skew-product flow on X x GY. 
As noted in Section 2, the spectrum Z(A) for each A E csl is the same as the 
spectrum of the hull 2(23(A)). Since the hull H(A) is compact, invariant, and 
connected it follows from Theorem 2 that 
W) = i, [ai, bl, (7.1) 
i=l 
where k ,< 12. Furthermore, the vector bundle X x H(A) admits a decomposition 
into nontrivial spectral subbundles 
X x H(A) = K + +-. + Vii, (7.2) 
wheredimK==i>landn=n,+...+n,. 
We shall say that A E a has pure point spectrum if all the spectral intervals 
[ai , 6,] in 2(A) are degenerate, i.e., ai = bi . Let 9 denote the collection of all 
A E asuch that A has pure point spectrum. In addition we shall be interested 
in the following subsets of Qz 
Per = (A E 05 A is periodic in t}, 
LPer = {A E @ A is limit periodic), 
9’” = {A E m Z(A) has precisely K intervals). 
The space LPer is simply the closure of Per in a. 
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We have seen in Section 3 that Per C 9. We will show later that :F C 9. 
It then seems reasonable to ask whether 9 = 02, i.e., does every almost periodic 
linear equation have pure point spectrum ? The answer, as we shall see, is negative 
when n > 2. 
Let us begin with a few elementary properties. 
LEMMA 15. The following statements are valid: 
(A) 9” is open in G?. 
(B) Per 29. 
(C) Per C CL gp”, provided X = C”. 
(D) LPer C CLYp”, provided X = C”. 
Proof. Let A E 8” with 21.4) = UT=“=, [ai, bJ, where bi < ai+l, i = 
1 ,..., n - 1. Let 
X x H(A) = 9; + .+. -j- Y;? 
be the corresponding spectral decomposition of XV x H(A). Since n = 
dim Vr + ... J- dim Ye and dim 9; > 1 one has dim Y; = 1 for all i. Now 
choose A, , A, ,..., X, so that 
A,, < a, < b, < X, < ... < hn-1 < a, < 6, < h, . 
Then xj(A) x: $;(A) -I- ... -k Y’,(A) and consequently dim Y&4) = J’ for 
j = 0,l ,..., n. Now if A E awith I/ 4 - A /lrn < E then H(A) 2 B,(H(A)), where 
B, denotes the c-neighborhood in B If E is sufficiently small, then Theorem 6 
assures us that for all A” with jl A - .4/Ix < E one has Ai E p(A) and dim cy, ,(a) = i 
for i = 0, I,..., n. Since dim PA(A) changes as X moves from hi to h,+r , ii follows 
from Lemma 9 that Z(A) contains at least n components. However by Theorem 2, 
Z:(A) contains at most n components and therefore -4 E Yfl. 
The fact that Per c 9 is proved in Section 3. Since .Yn n Per is dense in Per 
when X = C”, one has Per C Cl dn. Finally, one has LPer = CLPer C CLY’“. 
Q.E.D. 
An interesting unsolved problem in this area is to determine whether 
CLBlz = GY, or whether CLB = a. 
Let us now return to the special decomposition described in (7.1) and (7.2). 
We wish to study the flow z- restricted to the spectral subbundles cy;I. The 
analysis of the restricted flow is tractable when the dimension ni = dim Vi is 
small. We now restrict our attention to two cases, ni = 1 and ni = 2. 
A. One-dimensional case. Here we shall study the spectral subbundles 9; 
of dimension 1. Our basic objective is to prove the following results. 
THEOREM 7. Let rr be the linear skew-productjow on X x H(A) generated by 
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the linear d@erential equation x’ = A(t)x with almost periodic coefficients. Let 
W) = Uf, [ai , hl and X x H(A) = “y; + ... + Vk denote the spectral 
decomposition of (X x H(A), n). I f  dim Vi = 1, then the corresponding spectral 
interval [ai , b,] is degenerate, i.e., ai = b, . In this case, for all (x, A*) E ^y;, 
x # 0, one has 
ai = Ilimn-(l/t) log 11 v(h^, A*, t) 1 = tlimm(l/t) log 11 ~(x, iz*, t)l’. 
The following statement is now an immediate consequence of this theorem. 
COROLLARY. 8” S 8, i.e., if the spectrum Z(A) contains n intervals, then each 
interval is degenerate. 
In order to motivate the argument which we use, let us consider first the 
differential equation x’ = a,(t)x, where a,,(t) is a complex-valued almost periodic 
function and x E Cl. Let Y = H(a,) denote the hull of a,, . Then for every 
a E H(a,) the solution of 
x’ = a(t)x, x(0) = x 
is ~(x, a, t) = eAct) x, where A(t) = Ji a(s) ds. Let (a + $3) = m(a) denote the 
mean value of a, i.e., 1 T 
(Y + $3 = lim r 
1 T 
a(s) ds = lim - 4s) ds, 
T-+m s 0 T--Co s T o 
where this limit is uniform for all a E H(a,) [5]. One then has 
$ I dx, a, t)l = Re a(t) I P(X, a, t)l 
for all a t H(a,). Consequently for every real number h > ci one has 
1 e-+(x, a, t)! -+ 0 as t - +a3 
for every a E H(a,). This means that Yh(H(aO)) = Cl x H(a,). On the other 
hand, for h < CY. one has Q,,(H(a,)) = C1 x H(a,). Hence the spectrum Z(a) 
consists of a single point {a}. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let us consider first the case where X is the complex 
linear space C”. If  dim “yi = 1, then VS has Cl as a fiber. Let U be a small open 
set in H(A) so that 9’J U) can be expressed as a product C’ x U. Then there is a 
continuous complex-valued function a(y), defined for y  E U, such that any 
solution g)(t) lying in Vi can be written in local coordinates as a solution of the 
equation 
dt) = 4y t) q(t) (7.3) 
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provided y  . t remains in U. Furthermore one has 
The realization of a solution p(t) lying in $ i as a solution of a complex-valued 
equation of the form (7.3) may change as one moves from one small neighborhood 
U to another. The reason for this is that a subbundle (even a subbundle of 
C” x N(A)) is only locally a product space and consequently the complex- 
valued function a(y) may change. Nevertheless, if two such neighborhoods U 
overlap, then (7.4) shows that the real parts of the corresponding functions a(y) 
must be the same in region of overlap since Re(a( y  t)) = (d/d) log 11 y(t)]! and 
the right side is defined globally. 
Since H(A) is compact one can find a finite number of such open neighborhoods 
u 1 ,..., U, so that these neighborhoods cover H(A) and any solution p(t) in 
K( Uj) satisfies 
& /I dt)l/ = Re 4~ * t> II p;(t)11 (7.5) 
for some continuous complex-valued function uj( y) defined for y  E lJj . Next we 
let {& ,..., tk} be a partition of unity subordinate to (U, ,..., U,} with support of 
tj in Uj; i.e., each fj is a real-valued continuous function on H(A) satisfying: 
(i) Cl{y E H(A): fj(y) # 0) C lJj , 1 < j < h, and 
(ii) Cj”=, f?(y) = 1 for all y  E H(A). 
Then u(y) = Cl1 tj(y) uj(y) is a continuous complex-valued function defined 
for all y  E H(A). Furthermore, since Re uj = Re a, on Uj r\ r/;, it follows from 
(7.5) that 
$ ii P)(x, yj t)lI = Re 4~ . t) Ii 9(x, Y, t)il 
for all t E R whenever (x, y) E Y; . Since Re u(y . t) is almost periodic in t, the 
standard arguments imply that 
h,?+(x, y) = h, t(x, y) = As-(x, y) = A,-(x, y) = m(Re a) 
whenever (x, y) E -k ; . It then follows from Theorem 5 that the spectral interval 
associated with $5 consists of a single point {m(Re u)}. 
The case where X is the real linear space R” is argued similarly, but now u(y) 
is a real-valued function. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. Another argument works in the real case. In this case the unit 
sphere in each fiber Y<(y) consists of two points. Therefore (in the language of 
[ 161) the induced flow on the sphere bundle has the fiber-distal property and the 
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finiteness property p(y) = 2. It follows then that if one chooses a unit vector 
e E 9’;(y) and defines e(t) as the motion through e in the sphere bundle flow, then 
e(t) is almost periodic in t; cf. [16]. Now let q?(t) = r(t) e(t) be a solution of the 
given linear skew-product flow. Then 
Since e(t) is a unit vector for all t E R one has e’(t) 1 e(t). Thus the inner product 
gives 
r’(e, e) + r(e’, e) = r(Ae, e), 
or I,’ = (Ae, e)r, which is (7.6). 
Remark 2. Theorem 7 does extend to the case of differentiable linear 
skew-product flows on vector bundles d where the base space Y is a compact 
minimal set with a uniquely ergodic measure p. A more extensive study of such 
flows can be found in Johnson [6]. I f  one does not have unique ergodicity then 
it is possible to have a nontrivial spectral interval even for scalar differential 
equations. An example illustrating this appears in [15]. 
B. Two-dimensionaZ case. In this section we shall investigate certain properties 
of linear skew-product flows on B = R2 x Y. For this purpose we need the 
notion of the induced flow on the unit sphere bundle B, and the associated flow 
on the projective sphere bundle. 
Let m = (v, U) denote a linear skew-product flow on a vector bundle d and 
consider the motion 
$x7 y, t> = b,(x, 07 y  . f> 
through the point (x, y) E 8, where x + 0. Let r,: X, - {O> -+ S, be the 
projection onto the unit sphere 
s, = {XEXy:jjXIj = 1: 
given by 2 = r&x) = x/Ii x II. The unit sphere bundle is 
b, = {(x, y) E 8: 11 x /I = 1). 
Clearly 6, is compact whenever the base space Y is compact. Define 
5: 8, x F+&?rbby 
qx, y, t> = ($(x7 Y, t), y  . t), 
where $(x, y, t) = Y~.~(~(x, y, t)). It is easily checked that + is a flow on 8,; it is 
referred to as the inducedflow on 8, . 
Since a point x E S, represents an entire ray {.$ E X,: [ = a~, CY > 0}, it is 
seen that i3 describes the “angular evolution” of the solution ~(x, y, t) of the 
original flow r. However, by the linearity of F, the angular evolution of a point x 
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is the same as that of -x, and therefore antipodal points on S, flow to antipodal 
points under the action of 73. Thus if we identify antipodal points on S, (to 
obtain the projective sphere S,‘) we obtain an associated j?ozc ?r on the 
projective sphere bundle 8,’ = (JyEi- S,‘. 
The cross-ratio. The linearity of the flow v  on 4 is used to show that -ir 
is indeed a flow on G’r’. The linearity of rr has yet another implication which we 
now examine. However we restrict our attention to the case of real two-dimen- 
sional fibers, i.e., X, == R2. If  x E X;, , with x ;C 0, we let x’ denote the projection 
in S,‘. Let x also denote the column vector representation of the point s relative 
to some basis in R2. For four distinct points q’, q’, x3’, x4’ in S,’ we define the 
cross-ratio by 
c = C(q’, x2’, x3’, x4’) = det{xl ’ $!!!5%<+ . 
deth , 3 (7.7) . , 4 
It is easy to verify that the definition of C does not depend on the choice of the 
basis for R2 or the choice of representatives xi E R2. Similarly one can verify 
the following fact. 
LEMMA 15. Let L: X, + Xz be a nonsingular linear transformation and let 
L’: S,’ --f S,’ denote the induced mapping on the projective spheres. Then I,’ 
preserves the cross-ratio, i.e., 
C(L’x,‘, L’x,‘, L1.Q’, L’x*l) = C(x,‘, x2’, x:,‘, x4’). 
LEMMA 16. Let y  E Y. Then the cross-ratio of four distinct points on S,’ is 
invariant under the pow 77 on 6,‘. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma I5 and the fact that the mapping 
x -+ p)(x, y, t) is a nonsingular linear transformation of X, onto X,., . Q.E.D. 
Since / det{q , xj}i r- (1 xi I/ . I/ xj !I sij , where sij = I sin B 1 and 6’ is the angle 
between xi and sj , it follows that 
, C(xl’, x2’, x3’, x4’)’ = s12dk3s24 . 
We define sJt) = s,$(y, t) by 
I det{dxi , Y, t), dxj , Y, t>>l = 11 v(xi , Y, t>li 1~ P)(% , Y, t)l! sdt) 
for distinct points zi’, .T,+’ E S,‘. 
LEMMA 17. Let x1’, x2’, and x3’ daote three distinct points in S,‘. Assume 
there is a 6 > 0 and a set (7) in ,? such that 
sij(T) 3 6, I < i <j < 3, ~E{T}. 
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Then for any fourth point x4’ E S,‘, distinct from the other three points, there is an 
E = E(x~‘) > 0 such that 
Sij(T) 3 E, l<i<j<4, 
for all 7 E (T}. 
Proof. Define xi’ . 7 by ji(xi’, y, T) = (xi’ . 7, y  . T). Since ii preserves the 
cross-ratio, there is a p > 0 such that 
p = / C(Xl’, x2’, x3’, x4’)\ = 1 C(x,’ . 7, x2’ . 7, x2’ . T, xq) . T)l 
= h(T) S34(TYb(4 %4(T). 
Thus one has 
%4(a?4(4 3 SP 
since S12(T) < 1 and s13(T) > 6. However, 
%4(T) > %dT) - %dT) 
implies that 
which in turn implies that 
for all 7 e(T). 
In a similar way one shows that s14(T) and S&T) are bounded below by 
W(l + 6P)- Q.E.D. 
The preceding lemma has the following interesting consequence, which we 
call the 1-2-a Theorem. 
THEOREM 8. Assume that rr= (p), u) is a linear skew-product flow on &, where 
d is a vector bundle with fiber R2 and base space Y. Assume further that Y is a 
compact almost periodic minimal set in the flow G. For the associated flow 7? on the 
projective sphere bundle 6,’ exactly one of the following three alternatives holds: 
1. There is precisely one minimal set in 8,‘. 
2. There are precisely two minimal sets in 8,‘. 
3. 8,’ is the union of uncountably many minimal sets. 
Proof. Since 8, is compact, there is at least one minimal set in 8,‘. Let 
p’: 6, + Y denote the associated map of &,’ onto Y. This map p’ is a homo- 
morphism of transformation groups which means that p’ commutes with the 
flows + on 8,’ and u on Y. If  there are at least three minimal sets Mr , M, , M3 
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in &1’, then we claim that p’ has the fiber-distal property. In other words, it’ sl’ 
and x5’ are distinct points in S,’ then there is an N :., 0 such that 
d(gX‘l’t Y, t>, +(x5’, y, t)) 2 01 (7.8) 
for all t E y, where d is the projective metric on Sb., . In order to prove (7.8) we 
shall use Lemma 17 twice. First choose xi’ E Mi , i = 1, 2, 3. Since the minimal 
sets 111,) il~‘~, M3 are distinct, there is a 6 > 0 such that 
%j(t) 3 6 l<i<j<3, (7.9) 
for all t E r. I f  x4’ and x5’ are contained in the collection {xi’, ~*a’, x,‘), then (7.8) 
follows from (7.9). Otherwise assume that x,’ $ (xi’, ~a’, x3’> and 3,’ E {x1’, ~a’, ~a’}. 
Then (7.8) follows from Lemma 17. Finally assume that neither x,’ nor x5’ lies 
in the set {x1’, xa’, ~a’}. Then Lemma 17 assures us that 
&j(t) 2 E, l,<i<j<4, 
for all t E r. I f  we apply Lemma 17 once again to (~a’, ~a’, x4’} we then get 
s&) 2 9. 2<i<j,(5, 
for some 7 > 0 and all t E 9. This then implies (7.8). 
Since p’ has the fiber-distal property and Y is a compact almost periodic 
minimal set, it follows that the flow 77 on 8,’ is distal [16]. Hence 8,’ is the union 
of minimal sets [4]. A simple application of Baires’ theorem shows that in this 
case &,’ contains uncountably many minimal sets. Q.E.D. 
8. AN EXAMPLE WITH CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM 
It is possible, even in the case of differential equations with almost periodic 
coefficients, to have a two-dimensional spectral bundle associated with a nontrivial 
spectral interval. In order to show this we cite an example due to Millionscikov 
[7] of a linear equation 
x’ = A(t)x 
on R2. The coefficient matrix A(t) is a (2 x 2) real matrix with the following 
properties: 
(1) For K = 1, 2,..., there is a periodic matrix A,(t) with minimal period 
nB where ng - + co and A,(t) --f A(t) uniformly for t E R. (This means that A(t) 
is “limit periodic.“) 
(2) For each k = 1,2,..., the spectrum Z(Ak) consists of two points 
{pk , X,} with pLiz < -4 and h, 2 4. (Thus A = 0 is in the resolvent of each A, . 
Let y;i and %, denote the spectral bundles over A, associated with plc and h, , 
respectively. Then dim 5$ = dim ek = 1.) 
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(3) Let yk be defined by 
yk = inf angle(yk(Ak(T + *)>! ek(Ak(T + ‘))>’ 
Theny,+Oask-+a. 
THEOREM 9. Let A(t) be constructed so that (l), (2), and (3) are satisfied. Then 
[-*, $1 c Z(A). 
Proof. Let us show first that X = 0 E Z(A). If 0 #Z(A), then by Theorem 6 
and (2) one has a continuous splitting over a = H(A) U [uzsm II( (for m 
sufficiently large) into spectral bundles 9 and 9. Since Y(A,) = Yk(Ak) and 
%(Ak) = ek(Ak) we see that dim Y = dim % = 1. However, the continuity of 
the splitting implies that the angle between Y(A) and q(A), as A varies over a, 
is bounded below. This contradicts (3). 
The above argument applies for every X with -+ < h < +. Hence (-4, +) C 
,X(A). Since Z(A) is closed one has [A-, &] C Z(A). Q.E.D. 
Remark. By using a result of Johnson [6], together with Theorem 8, one can 
show that for second-order equations 
x’ = A(t)x 
with real almost periodic coefficients one can have continuous spectrum only if 
there is a single minimal set in the associated flow on the projective sphere 
bundle. 
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